
“COMAT” PROCESSING LINE FOR MOZZARELLA CHEESE TO PRODUCE 
MOZZARELLA STICKS AND MOZZARELLA BLOCKS  
FOLLOWING CLIENTS ORIGINAL PURCHASE CONTRACT, No PZ/PSK/2006-21 

Location: Lithuania, this new line was purchased in 2006 and is in very good 
condition.  

  

  

Machinery list at the moment in the warehouse: 

Qt
y.

Name of the machine Model Dimensions mm

1 NASCAG05-CIP 6000l x 1500w x 2500hCurd draining and ripening unit 

 



1 Curd drainage vat CSDR20.40 2000l x 1000w x 900h

2 M24B-CIP 600l x 600w x 2100h

2 M26-CIP To be definedConveyor 

  

 

Cutting machine 

  

  



2 M93B-CIP 2200l x 1000w x 2600hContinuous stretching machine 

 

 

  

 



1 1000l

1 Hot water heater PRAC10 1000l

Salt batcher plant for stretching 

 



1 ES20 3000l x 1500w x 1800hMoulding machine

  

 

  

  



1 M22/TR1500 2500l x 1500w x 2250hMoulding machine with pre-hardening head

 

  

  



1 M22TR-100 ⃰100 Product min250gr max 
2700gr

Standard modeler drum

  

  



1 MR8-1/316 13100l x 2350w x 950hInertial cooling/hardening bath line 

  

  

  

 



1 1000l

5 Tray carrying layered shelve PPT 2000l x 1000w x 1600h

10 PMR200810 2000l x 1000l x 100

Salt batcher plant for hardening bath 

 

String cheese case carrying tray

 



1 10000 l/h 
1000 l each

4 Conveyor for whey with vat and pump 300l

CIP Unit  
3 tanks

 

 

  

Name of the machine

AUTOMATIC CURD DRAINING UNIT MOD: NASCAGO5-CIP 
This unit is made of a stainless steel rotating drum 



CAROUSEL MOLDING MACHINE WITH PRE-HARDENING HEAD MOD M22TR1500 

Machine for continuous moulding and pre hardening of string cheese, with variable weight and shape  (cylindrical shape 
cheese, block shaped cheese) ranging from 250 gr. to more than 5 Kg.  
Machine is designed and manufactured in three independent bodies:  
- Feeding section of the cheese mass  both with double jacket and heated and thermo regulated through PLC, where a couple of 
augers movements cheese mass to extruder section 
- An extruder section,  in independent way, with double jacket and heated and thermo regulated through PLC for feeding of the 
drums  
- A carousel drum section for cheese moulding and pre hardening  
Thermoregulation even through warm water circulation or through steam circulation.   
The temperatures in each section, the feeding one and the extrusion are independently set by PLC assembled on a general 
panel of control. So that is possible to work at different temperatures in the two main sectors.  
Augers section feeds continuously a carousel (pre hardening head), complete of several moulds.  
Chosen drums (according customer requirements) are radially welded on the carousel. 
Even carousel and drums are coated with no stick  Teflon and sandblasted outside. 

Length IT 2500 mm | USA/UK 7,8 ft 
Width/Depth IT 2250 mm | USA/UK 6,75 ft 
Height IT 2250 mm | USA/UK 6,9 ft 
Height of infeed hopper IT 1150 mm 
Drum diameter IT 1500 mm 
Electric power 8 Kw 
Voltage 380 V - /50/60 Hz o differente 
Weight 1250 Kg 
Output 400/1200 kg/h 
CIP SI 
Production features 
Moulding from 250 to 5000 gr for mozzarella cheese, pizza cheese, loaf mozzarella, suluguni, kasseri, caciocavallo, kasar, and 
similar product, even rectangular-circular or square, with dimension according customer requirements. 
Specifications 

Made in stainless steel  AISI304. 
Drum and Augers speed regulation by inverter. 
Automatic counter-piece settable as customer inquiry. 
Electronic thermoregulation by PT 100 probe for any temperature parameters must be set and check.  
Filling and ejection area are complete by two independent pneumatic regulation device, which detect the weight, height  and 
load. Filling control system, is complete with many sensors how many are drums welded on the line; to have every product with 
same weight.  
The drums during all entire process are surrounded by pre-hardening water, which is provided inside the machine by a specific 
stainless steel device, complete of PHE and pump. 
For bigger capacity or under customer requirement, pre hardening can be done with a shower system; to rain any drum with 
water under temperature and quantity set in PLC. 
An operator can easily do managing the production by using the PLC a touch screen panel assembled in the electric panel 
having IP65 protection degree. Through Touch Screen is possible set and display every processing parameters, and is possible 
also have a continuous record about productivity, cheese shape and pieces produced, even other critical processing 
parameters. 
Machine can be supplied with CIP cleaning, on board or with exterior CIP utilities, complete in last solution of equipment for 
mould handling. 



MOULDING – MACHINE MOD. M50B03 FOR STICKS 
For continuous moulding of mozzarella-type soft spun, or partially dry such as provola, scamorza, pizza cheese, braids, 
cherry-syze, etc. Completely heated hot water circulation in double walls of the machine body.  
Through a carousel is possible to mould parallelepiped product like pizza cheese with a weight up to 4 kg and with 
diameter according customer inquiry. 
 Automatic reclining for continual humidity adjustment of the product. Buttermilk collection. Programmable piece-counter 
with automatic re-positioning of the machine in phase only with screw movement; to allow drum change without having 
to unload residual dough.    
Panel of control inox IP65 

Length IT 1050 mm | USA/UK 3,15 ft 
Width/Depth IT 1100 mm | USA/UK 3,3 ft 
Height IT 1900 mm | USA/UK 5,7 ft 
Electric power 2 Kw 
Voltage 380 V - /50/60 Hz o differente 
Output 500 kg/h 
Weight 250 Kg 
No steam Si 
Production features 
Moulding from 2 to 1800 gr for mozzarella, cherry size, braids or more dry product like caciocavallo, baby cheese, provolone and 
for all spherical cheese. 
Suitable for pizza cheese-pizza mozzarella shape, by a semiautomatic carousel up to 4 kg. 
Specifications 

Made in stainless steel  AISI304. 
Complete of n� 2 augers.  
Drum and Augers speed regulation by reducer or by inverter as optional 
Automatic counter-piece settable as customer inquiry. 
Electronic thermoregulation by PT 100 probe for water temperature inside machine body.  
Automatic vertical repositioning of the machine body for drum changing even if hopper is full with cheese mass.  
Machine inclination by joystick through electric-mechanic item. 
Full comply to safety and food regulation. 

MODELLER DRUM (EXTRUDER TYPE) MOD B04TR (FOR STICKS)



ES20-STICK - Moulding machine for stick cheese 

The machine is adapt to extrude pasta filata cheese and obtain forms of different shapes with classic stick form. The principal 
components are: 
-Feeding hopper;  
-Auger section; 
-Extrusion section;  
-Moulding section;  
-Electrical panel. 
The hopper is dimensioned for the correct machine running and adapt to receive from stretching machine (or cooker) the curd 
already stretched and ready to be extruded. 
The curd is pushed by n�2 augers to the extrusion section. The machine body that contain the augers could be inspection in 
order to assure a correct machine cleaning and sanitization. The auger section is realized with a double chamber heated 
electrically. Auger motorization by inverter. 
At the end of the augers the curd meets an extrusion cone that convoy the curd toward the moulding section. The cone is 
dimensioned and construct in order to convoy with the right pressure the curd to the moulding section that is located in the 
upper machine part. The extrusion section is realized with double chamber heated electrically.  
The moulding  is the principal machine section, realized in alimentary aluminium and plastic.  
The moulds (interchangeable) has inside 50 forms with dimensions that are defined before with costumer exigencies, over it are 
located mechanical position detectors in order to read when all 50 moulds are correctly filled. At this point the drum moved 
toward a machine side and is in discharge position, instead the drum that before was on discharge position goes in loading 
position. The stick cutting is in automatic during this drum movement form loading to discharge position.  
The electrical control panel is realized in a stainless steel box that contain the PLC and the inverter for machine control. 

Length IT 3700 mm | USA/UK 11,1 ft 
Width/Depth IT 1500 mm | USA/UK 4,5 ft 
Height IT 1750 mm | USA/UK 5,25 ft 
Electric power 3 Kw 
Voltage 380 V - 50 Hz 
Output 300 kg/h 
Product weight 20-25gr 
Weight 500 Kg 
CIP SI 

  
Production features 
For production of pasta filata cheese and obtain forms of different shapes with classic stick form. 
Specifications 
Completely built in stainless steel, alimentary plastic material and Teflon covering. 
The electrical control panel is realized in a stainless steel box that contain the PLC and the inverter for machine control. On the 
panel is mounted a coloured graphic touch screen to set the process values (temperature, pieces to mould, speed, etc). 



CONVEYOR MOD M26-1: 
This machine has the aim to receive curd pieces (rightly cut with thickness desired) from the cutting machine and so to feed 
continuously stretching machine by means of one auger, reducing operation pause and helping the operator`s work.  
Made of  stainless steel AISI304  and completely covered by Teflon Du Pont for all parts in contact with foodstuff, coated at 
480�C. 
The curd is carried by a spiral auger which is also realized in stainless steel and is moved by an adjustable speed engine united 
to a reducer to regulate speed according to working requirements and allows the mixture and the bleeding of the curd.  
Generally the speed is controlled be the same general panel of control assembled on stretching machine, to give to customer 
possibility to define and set any operation time and speed (cutting time also) by one place.  
CIP SI 

  
Production features 
For all type of pasta filata cheese. 
Specifications 
Made of  stainless steel AISI304  and completely covered by Teflon Du Pont for all parts in contact with foodstuff, coated at 
480�C. 
The speed is controlled be the same general panel of control assembled on stretching machine. 



CUTTING MACHINE MOD M24B 
Length: 600mm  
Width: 600mm  
Height: 2100mm 
Knife diameter: 500mm 
Number of knifes: 3 (adjustable thickness) 
Feeding hopper capacity: 50kg 
Working capacity: 200/1300 kg/h  
Power supply: 2 
Steam Absence: no  
CIP: no 

The machine is made up of a cylindrical body working as a feedbox, an adjustable 
cutting mechanism of a motor opportunely electrically and mechanically protected. 
The curd blocks are put into the cylindrical feedbox and here they undergo a cutting 
action by three adjustable blades, in order to obtain slices of different thickness in 
relation to the desired type of process. The mixturecutter can supplied in two 
versions:  
1st mounted on feet;  
2nd mounted directly on our stretching machines. 
In the second one inserted in the electric board are: a selector for continuous and 
discontinuous working, and two timers to regulate the length of the cutting action and 
the pause between. In this way it is possible to obtain a steady feed, and 
consequently a constant capacity of the spinning machine. 
All the parts in contact with the product are built in stainless steel AISI 304 and 
alimentary plastic material. 
Production features 
For the cut of  the soft pasta filata cheese like mozzarella, cherry size, braids or more dry product like kashkaval, scamorza, 
provolone, etc. 
Specifications 
The advantage obtainable with the mixturecutter M24B can be summarized as follows:  
a) possibility of regulating the thickness off the curd slices;  
b) possibility of regulating the capacity and then of guaranteeing a constant feeding of the stretching machine;  
c) the feedbox is able to contain up to 50 kg of curd, therefore it is not necessary the steady presence of an operator to work the 
mixturecutter. This operation can be performed by the same operator who is in charge of controlling the stretching and 
moulding process. 
Built in the observance of EEC rules 89/392  91/368  92/46. 
And of the strict American standards (USDA). 
All the parts in contact with the product are built in stainless steel AISI 304 and alimentary plastic material. 



STRECHING MACHINE M93B 

Machine for continuous processing  of pasta filata � string cheese, with different moisture. Suitable for cheese very soft or very 
hard like mozzarella, kashkaval, kasar, kasseri, string cheese, stick cheese, pizza cheese, loaf, ecc.  
According processing and technological requirements, stretching area is designed with single or double vat; and with double 
couple of  dipping arms.  
Cheese mass rightly cut by paste cutter assembled downstream machine and feed by elevator with an auger with a diameter of 
300 mm, ) is treated by two counter rotary augers which proceed also to  a pre stretching treatment before final stretching 
treatment, done by two stretching area where are installed  couple of cheese vat for anyone.  
During the process it is possible to control visually the productive cycle at each moment.  
Machine body designed with double jackets to waste no humidity. Complete of hot water preparation system with water 
diffusers into cooking and stretching area. 
Ability for recycling of processing water; and complete or system for recovering and recirculation of stretching water (under 
customer and technological requirements).  
Fat water is taken away through waste pipes and movable pipes which allow to regulate the level of the liquid into the vat and it 
is recovered in a vat connected to the sanitary recovery pump which evacuate it.  
Parts in contact with food are coated in non stick Teflon.  
Adjustable speed for any processing function (on request machine can be completed by inverter if not include in model).  
Control board in SS304 box IP65. 

Length IT 2200 mm | USA/UK 8,1 ft 
Width/Depth IT 1000 mm | USA/UK 3,6 ft 
Height IT 2600 mm | USA/UK 8,7 ft 
Electric power 6.2 Kw 
Voltage 380V� 50Hz or different 
Output From 200kg to 500 kg/h 
Weight 620 Kg 
CIP NO (optional) 

  
Production features 
Very soft cheese paste like  traditional mozzarella or dryer paste for pizza-cheese, pizza mozzarella, kassery, kasar,cascaval, 
suluguni and similar products. 
Specifications 
Made in stainless steel AISI 304, 3 mm thickness. 
Couple of augers for cheese mass cooking and pre � stretching. 
Stretching by double couple of dipping arms.  
Complete of curd cutter with constant speed and with feeding auger with speed regulation by inverter.  
Augers and arms working speed regulation by inverter. 
Panel of control in SS Box IP65, complete of any control for processing, and thermoregulation unit for water stretching.  
Double wall in pre stretching and curd cooking area.  
Augers with a diameter of 200 mm. 
Manual regulation of the flushing processing water.  
Vat for recovery of whey connected to a centrifugal sanitary pump and controlled by level feelers, with chance to work or not 
with recirculation of the processing water.  
Teflon-coating on augers, mixing arms and machine body, sun blushed in area not in contact with cheese.   
Mechanical and electromechanical protections on dangerous areas. 
Stainless steel platform. 

DOSING PUMP CONDUCTIVMETER 

SALT BATCHER PLANT FOR STRECHING 1000L

HOT WATER HEATER MOD. PRAC10



INERTIAL HARDENING LINE MR8/316 
Machine for the continuous hardening of mozzarella cheese and similar products of any size. Usually this is the last component/
equipment of a string cheese (mozzarella, pizza cheese, etc.) production line.  
The product, coming from the moulding machine is introduced through a loading hopper inside the vat if necessary (otherwise 
moulding machine unload directly in first section of the line), proceeds to the end thanks to an �inertial �type motion. The 
usual product conveyor is composed by a board constituted of a modular component range shaped as a basket, built in a 
stainless steel AISI 304 plate, expressly perforated for the total uniformity of the product cooling section, which is in this way 
treated with cooling water at all points.  
Product cooling occurs by means of water circulation in thermic exchange, through connection with a specific plate exchanger 
that has to be assembled near the vat. 
It is possible to proceed to the simultaneous hardening of different types of product. In fact, at the drain, the different sizes will 
be separated by special separators. 
The speed of vats is modifiable by customer through time setting on the general control panel. At the same time customer can 
decide if a full or middle run of the vats is preferred; considering weight, shape, and quantity of product inside.  
The line control is by the electrical panel box of stainless steel to IP65 
Length IT 13100 mm  
Width/Depth IT 2350 mm 
Height IT 650 mm (loading), 950 mm (unloading) 
Installed electric power 2 Kw (plus heat exchanger) 
Air pressure  7 bar  
Water containment Max 400 l/min 
CIP SI 

  
Production features 
For continuous hardening of cheeses like mozzarella, scamorza, caciocavallo, pizza cheese , etc. 
Suitable even for product with little dimension and weight (more than 2 gr). 
Specifications 
The hardening line has a basin that can be perfectly inspected and is washable, thanks to the system chosen for the movement 
of mozzarella cheese. 
The moving tray is made up of modular stainless steel panels, which can be disassembled in a few minutes and without 
equipment. 
The machine is built in stainless steel AISI 304L; some parts in contact with the product are made of plastic alimentary material.  
Machine is very flexible, also allowing to increase its length thanks to a modular unit. 

SALT BATCHER AUT 1000-CONDUCT

STRING-CHEESE CASES CARRYING TRAY MOD PMR200810 (10 SHELVES)

CIP SECTION 10000LT/H (3TANKS OF 1000L) PUMP INCLUDED

WHEY CONVEYOR FROM MOULDING SECTION, COMPLETE OF VAT 300L AND 
EVACUATION PUMP FOR WHEY

CIP ARRANGEMENT FOR CURD DRAINING AND RIPENING UNIT (DRAINAGE VATS 
EXCLUDED)

CIP ARRANGEMENT FOR CONVEYOR MOD M26 WITH CUTTING MACHINE MOD M24B

CIP ARRANGEMENT FOR STRECHING MACHINE M93B



  



 



 



 

 



 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 



 



 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


